Phase space manipulation is a process to rearrange beam's distribution in 6-D phase space. In this paper, we give an overview of the techniques for tailoring beam distribution in 2D, 4D, and 6D phase space to meet the requirements of various applications. These techniques become a new focus of accelerator physics R&D and very likely these advanced concepts will open up new opportunities in advanced accelerators and the science enabled by them.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to tailor a beam's 6-D phase space is critical to meet the demands of various applications. For instance, in a collider a transverse cavity can be used to imprint a spatial chirp in beam to improve the luminosity by reducing the effective beam sizes at collision [1] ; in emittance compensation a solenoid can be used to align the transverse phase ellipses of each beam slices to reduce the projected beam emittance [2, 3] ; in free-electron lasers (FELs), the sustained beam-radiation interaction in a long undulator is used to pack the electrons into equally spaced micro-bunches, such that all the electrons radiate in phase that leads to orders of magnitude enhancement in radiation power compared to the spontaneous radiation; in wake field acceleration, the transformer ratio may be significantly enhanced by shaping the electron beam to a distribution that has linearly ramped current [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] .
Phase space manipulation is a process to rearrange beam's distribution in 6-D phase space and is of fundamental interest in accelerator physics. In many cases, a simple phase space manipulation may lead to significant enhancement in the performance and capability of accelerator based facilities. For instance, recent studies show that by using a laser to imprint periodic modulation in electron beam phase space, a single-frequency coherent seed can be amplified and further translated to a mode-locked multichromatic output in an FEL [9] . With this configuration the FEL output consists of a train of mode-locked ultrashort pulses that span a wide frequency gap with a series of equally spaced sharp lines, which may potentially allow one to explore the structure and dynamics of a large number of atomic states simultaneously.
In this paper, we give an overview of the techniques developed for tailoring beam distribution in 2D, 4D, and 6D phase space to meet the requirements of various applications. These techniques become a new focus of accelerator physics R&D.
2-D BEAM MANIPULATION
In transverse plane, dipoles are used to bend the beam and quadrupoles are used to focus the beam. When they are integrated in a suitable way, they can form a closed loop (an electron storage ring) which allows the beam to circulate for millions of thousands turns. The synchrotron radiation generated when electron beam goes through bending magnets and undulators has proven to be an important tool for physics, chemistry, biology, material science, etc. in the last 50 years. One trend in light source development is to properly design the lattice to reduce the beam emittance to the picometer (pm) level to realize the so-called ultimate storage ring (see, for example [10] ). While it appears trivial to control the transverse beam size with quadrupoles, focusing the beam to extremely small size requires special efforts. For instance, a ∼500 m final focus beam line is needed to focus the electron beam to nanometer (nm) level in linear colliders [11] ; another extreme is electron microscope where the aberration is corrected up to the 5th order to provide sub-50 pm resolution which allows one to see the atoms [12] .
In longitudinal plane, beam phase space manipulation typically requires a dispersive element. This is because relativistic electrons travel more or less with the speed of light. As a result, they are rigid in a straight section and it is difficult to rearrange them. With a dispersive element, one can force the particles to follow different paths and the beam longitudinal distribution can be readily shaped. In this section, we will focus on several techniques that aim to tailor the beam distribution in longitudinal plane.
Bunch compression
The process of bunch compression, to the first order, can be described as a linear transformation where the bunch length is reduced while the energy spread (conservation of phase space area) and peak current (conservation of charge) are increased. This is achieved by first accelerating the beam off-crest in rf cavities to establish a correlation between a particle's energy and its longitudinal position, and then sending the beam through a dispersive chicane. The particles with lower energy are bent more in the chicane and they will have a longer path length. On the controry, particles with higher energy have shorter path length because they are bent less. As a result, the low energy electrons slip back while the high energy electrons catch up, which leads to bunch compression.
The compression factor, to the first order, is approximately C = 1/(1 + hR 56 ), where h is the energy chirp and R 56 is the momentum compaction of the chicane. It is straightforward to see that there are many combinations of h and R 56 that can provide the same compression factor. The best set of parameters may vary significantly. For instance, in a superconducting machine, typically a small h and large R 56 is used. This is because the chirp will be increased to Ch after bunch compression and the beam chirp typically needs to be compensated in downstream rf structures. For superconducting machines, running the beam at off-crest phase to compensate for the energy chirp will reduce the energy gain, which will increase the cost of the facility. Therefore, typically a small initial chirp is chosen to reduce the dechirping cost.
Another concern in bunch compression is collective effects, such as the coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) effect in the chicane (see, for example [13] ). To mitigate CSR effect and loosen the requirement on stability of the rf systems, typically a two-stage bunch compression scheme is used in standard x-ray FELs. Take SLAC's LCLS [14] as an example, for the nominal 250 pC case the beam is compressed by a factor of about 100 in the two bunch compressors to reach ∼ 3 kA peak current to drive the x-ray FEL. In the LCLS low charge operation mode (nominally 20 pC) where the collective effects can be greatly mitigated, the beam is normally compressed by a factor of 600 to generate ultra-short x-rays with a few fs duration [15] . Recently, there is also great interest in using beam with even lower charge (∼1 pC) to generate attosecond x-rays [16] . However, for this extremely low charge case, the beam will need to be compressed by more than 1000 times, which may put a lot of challenges to the stability of the rf system.
Bunch decompression
Bunch decompression is a reversal of bunch compression. Though somewhat unusual, bunch decompression may be useful in particular cases where reducing beam energy spread is necessary. For instance, in an energy recovery linac based FEL, after the beam goes through a long undulator to generate intense x-rays, the FEL process tends to increase the beam slice energy spread substantially. While typically this is not a problem at high energy, after the beam is decelerated for energy recovery, the fractional energy spread may become very large and it may result in beam loss if it is beyond the acceptance of the beam line. One solution to reduce the fractional energy spread is to reduce the beam slice energy spread through bunch decompression before it is decelerated [17] .
Bunch decompression may be beneficial to FELs driven by laser plasma accelerators (LPAs). The beam from a LPA typically has a high peak current and relatively large energy spread on the ∼1% level. Also the bunch is so short that the slippage length may be comparable to the bunch length. Take the FEL planned at LBNL as an example [18] , the representative beam parameters at a moderate energy (500 MeV) are as follows: ε nx,ny = 1 µm, Q = 200 pC, FWHM bunch length of about 10 fs, peak current of 20 kA and relative energy spread of 1%. Given the FEL wavelength at 31 nm, the slippage length in the undulator that has 220 periods is about 7 µm, which is actually larger than the bunch duration. This means that after some distance in the undulator, there will be no electrons to support the FEL growth. The FEL gain lengths for various beam peak currents and energy spreads calculated using Xie's formulae [19] are shown in Fig. 1 . With the nominal parameters where beam peak current is 20 kA and energy spread is 1%, the gain length is about 0.5 m. If a chicane is used to decompress the beam by a factor of 2, the beam peak current will be reduced to 10 kA, and accordingly the energy spread is reduced to 0.5%. In this case the gain length is reduced to 0.3 m. Further reducing the peak current to 5 kA may reduce the gain length to below 0.3 m. So bunch decompression may be used to reduce beam energy spread to reduce the FEL gain length and increase the bunch duration to support FEL interaction in longer undulators (see, for example [20] ). 
Bunch compression with laser induced energy chirp
Conventional bunch compression with rf cavities and chicanes allows one to control the beam longitudinal phase space at the micron level. Replacing the rf cavity with lasers will allow manipulation of the beam phase space at nm level. One important application of bunch compression with laser induced chirp is seeding FELs to generate fully coherent radiation. The classic laser seeding technique is called high-gain harmonic generation (HGHG), which is a single modulator-chicane system (see Fig. 2a ). In the HGHG scheme [21, 22] , a laser with wave number k is first used to interact with the beam in a short undulator, called modulator, to generate sinusoidal energy modulation in electron beam (Fig. 3b) . After passing through a small chicane, half of the particles that have negative energy chirp (blue particles in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c ) will be compressed, while the other half that have positive energy chirp (red particles in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c ) will be decompressed. As a result of this transformation, energy modulation is converted into density modulation and the beam density now consists of many bumps equally separated by the laser wavelength (Fig. 3d ). Fourier transform of this current distribution yields considerable higher harmonic contents. The density-modulated beam is further sent through a long undulator, called radiator, which is tuned to the harmonic frequency of the seed laser to further amplify the harmonic radiation. The main limitation of this classic technique is that the frequency up-conversion efficiency is relatively low. Analysis shows that the width of the current bump after the chicane normalized to the laser wavelength approximately equals the ratio of energy spread to energy modulation. Therefore, generation of the n-th harmonic typically requires the energy modulation to be n times the energy spread, so high harmonic number requires large modulation. But a large energy modulation is associated with a substantial growth in beam energy spread and the beam quality is significantly degraded. So the harmonic number is typically limited to below 10 in HGHG. As a result, multiple stages of HGHG FELs are needed [23] in order to generate coherent x-rays from a UV laser.
To generate high harmonics with small energy modulation, recently a technique called echo-enabled harmonic generation (EEHG) was proposed, developed and first demonstrated at SLAC [24, 25, 26, 27] . EEHG is a double modulator-chicane scheme (see Fig. 2b ), in which two lasers with wave numbers k 1 and k 2 are used to generate high harmonics at the wave number nk 1 + mk 2 , where n and m are integers. In the EEHG scheme, the beam is first energy modulated by a laser with wave number k 1 in the first modulator ( Fig.4a) and then sent through a chicane with strong momentum compaction after which the modulation obtained in the first modulator is macroscopically smeared; simultaneously, complicated fine structures are introduced into the phase space of the beam (Fig. 4b) . A second laser with wave number k 2 (k 2 can equal k 1 ) is used to further modulate the beam energy in the second modulator (Fig. 4c) . After passing through a second chicane the echo signal then occurs as a recoherence effect, like an echo (Fig. 4d) . The key advantage of echo technique is that very high harmonics (50 ∼ 100) can be generated with relatively small energy modulation, which allows the generation of soft x-rays directly from a UV seed laser. To push the harmonic number to beyond 100, very recently a novel seeding scheme that uses a triple modulatorchicane (TMC) system has also been proposed [28] . This scheme is schematically shown in Fig. 2c where the first and second chicanes have opposite momentum compaction and the first and third lasers have the same wavelength and π phase shift. To illustrate the physics behind the TMC scheme, the evolution of the beam longitudinal phase space is shown in Fig. 5 . For simplicity, in Fig. 5 the lasers have the same wavelength in the three modulators and only the phase space within one wavelength region is shown.
The beam phase space after interaction with the first laser is shown in Fig. 5a where the energy modulation is 3 times larger than the beam slice energy spread. Similar to the EEHG scheme, separated energy beamlets are generated (Fig. 5b) after the beam passes through the first chicane with a moderate R 56 as a result of bunch decompression with a decompression factor D. After interaction with the second laser of which the energy modulation is 20 times smaller than beam slice energy spread, the beam phase space evolves to that in Fig. 5c . Because the energy modulation is much smaller than beam's initial energy spread, it is actually very difficult to see the difference between Fig. 5b and Fig. 5c . The second chicane with opposite momentum compaction (R (2)
56 ) compresses the beamlets by a factor of D and amplifies the modulation imprinted in M2. The resulting beam phase space is shown in Fig. 5d which is similar to that in Fig. 5a . If no modulation is imposed in M2, the second chicane will restore beam phase space to the same distribution as that before the first chicane, because the transfer matrix from the exit of M1 to the exit of the second chicane is unity. With a small energy modulation in M2, the second chicane will transform the beam phase space to a distribution similar to that before the first chicane with the presence of energy modulation from M2 superimposed on the modulation from M1 (Fig. 5d) . The laser in M3 is chosen to give the beam the same modulation amplitude as that in M1, but with π phase shift, so that the overall energy modulation in M1 is canceled in M3. After the cancelation, the modulation from M2 becomes dominant, as shown in Fig. 5e . The wavelength of the modulation in Fig. 5e is roughly D times shorter than that in M2. A third chicane with small R 56 further converts the energy modulation into density modulation (Fig. 5f) . By integrating the modulators and chicanes in a clever way, the 22nd harmonic is generated with a modulation in M2 that is 20 times smaller than beam slice energy spread and the final energy spread growth is only about 15%.
The unique advantages of TMC scheme that only a small energy modulation is needed in M2 and the second chicane compresses the modulation imprinted in M2 to shorter wavelength opens new opportunities for using low power high-order harmonic generation (HHG) source (see, for example [29] ) at short wavelength to seed x-ray FELs.
As an example, in [28] the feasibility of generating significant bunching at 1 nm and below from a low power ( 100 kW) HHG seed at 20 nm assisted by two moderate power ( 100 MW) UV lasers at 200 nm while keeping the energy spread growth within 40% has been shown. The supreme up-frequency conversion efficiency of the TMC scheme together with its unique advantage in maintaining beam energy spread opens new opportunities for generating fully coherent x-rays at sub-nanometer wavelength from external seeds.
In addition to seeding FELs, bunch compression with laser induced chirp also serves as a standard method to generate optical micro-bunches for net acceleration in direct laser accelerators and dielectric laser accelerators. In the conventional rf accelerators, the electron bunch is much shorter than the wavelength of the rf field, and therefore a monoenergetic beam can be routinely obtained. However, obtaining a monoenergetic beam in laser accelerators is not trivial, because typically the electron bunch length is much longer than laser wavelength and different particles would see different phases (some get accelerated while others are decelerated). One promising way to obtain monoenergetic beams in laser accelerators is to first use a laser to generate optical microbunches, and then put the bumps at the acceleration phase so that most of the particles see more or less the same field which will lead to net acceleration [30] .
It is well-known that linearizing the beam longitudinal phase space with a harmonic rf cavity can improve the performance of a bunch compressor [31, 32] . Let's assume a beam with energy E i is accelerated in two rf linac structures where the main acceleration structure has a wave number at k s and the harmonic structure used to linearize the longitudinal phase space has a wave number at k x . The peak energy gain of each structure is assumed to be E s and E x , and the phase relative to the accelerating peak of the waveform is assumed to be φ s and φ x (0 < φ s < π/2 for obtaining a negative chirp for bunch compression with a simple 4-dipole chicane). The energy of a particle at longitudinal position z (bunch head at z > 0) with respect to the reference particle can be written as,
Typically the phase of the harmonic cavity is set at the decelerating phase (φ x ≈ ±π) to compensate for the nonlinear energy chirp, and under this condition the relative energy deviation can be written as,
where E 0 = E i + E s cos φ s − E x is the energy of the reference particle. From Eq. (2) one can see that by properly choosing the voltage of the harmonic cavity, the energy chirp of the beam can be linearized up to the 2nd order. Roughly speaking, the required voltage for the harmonic cavity scales as 1/n 2 where n is the harmonic ratio. For instance, when an X-band structure is used to linearize the curvature developed in an S-band linac structure, its voltage is roughly 1/16 of the S-band structure. When the second order transportation effect in a chicane is taken into account, the required linearizing voltage is slightly different from the simplified discussion above, but the physics is still similar. It is worth mentioning that in addition to compensating for the nonlinear curvature, the harmonic cavity has also been used to reduce the slope of the rf cavity voltage in storage rings to lengthen the equilibrium bunch length to increase the beam life time (see, for example [33] ). Similarly, these techniques may be applied at optical wavelengths to enhance the performance of seeded FELs [34, 35] and inverse FELs [36, 37] (IFEL) where a high power laser is used to accelerate the electron beam in an undulator. Fig. 6a shows how a laser harmonic (with frequency at 2ω) can be used to linearize the sinusoidal modulation from a laser at the fundamental frequency. In Fig. 6a it can be clearly seen that the modulation around the zero-crossing region is much more linear than that from a laser individually. Fig. 6b shows that by shifting the phase of the laser harmonic field by π/2, it can also be used to flatten the E-field. Combining these two techniques lead to an IFEL with enhanced performance where most of the particles are trapped and accelerated with the same gradient. In this case one can obtain a high quality beam with small energy spread in a laser accelerator.
Narrow-band THz emission from laser modulated beam
In addition to up-converting the frequency of the lasers to generate fully coherent x-rays, one may also down-convert the frequency of the lasers to generate THz radiation. This can be achieved through manipulation of the beam phase space as well. For example, recently a scheme that consists of two undulators and one chicane has been proposed to generate narrow-band THz radiation [38] . In the first undulator a laser is used to generate energy modulation in the beam phase space. After interacting with the second laser, the beam phase space consists of fast modulation at the sum frequency and a slow modulation at the difference frequency (see Fig. 7 ). After passing through a chicane, the energy modulation at the difference frequency can be converted to density modulation. If the frequencies of the two lasers are close to each other, the difference frequency will be much smaller than the laser frequency. In this case the relativistic electron beam is used as the nonlinear medium to down-convert the frequency of two optical lasers to THz range, and therefore one can generate long-scale periodic structures in electron beam through short-scale laser modulations. Very recently, this technique has been demonstrated at SLAC's NLCTA where density modulation around 10 THz was generated by down-converting the frequencies of an 800 nm laser and a 1550 nm laser [39] . One of the many advantages of this technique is the flexibility it offers to tune the central frequency of the modulation, which can be achieved through tuning of laser wavelengths, beam energy chirp, and chicane momentum compaction. In principle, this allows one to generate coherent narrow-band THz radiation covering the whole THz range.
4-D MANIPULATION
For 4-D beam manipulation, one or more elements that couple the beam dynamics in two different planes are needed. For example, solenoids and skew quadrupoles couple the beam dynamics in x and y planes; doglegs and rf transverse cavities couple the beam dynamics in x(y) and z planes. In this section, we will discuss how a combination of these coupling elements allow one to manipulate the beam distribution in 4-D phase space.
RF Transverse cavity
A TCAV (also called deflecting cavity or crab cavity) is an rf structure operating in the transverse mode (TM01, TM10, or TM11). When a beam passes through a TCAV at the zero-crossing phase, the TCAV (assuming TM01 mode) imprints a vertical angular kick on the beam that varies linearly with the longitudinal position (y ∝ t). After about 90 degrees of phase advance in the vertical plane, the angular distribution is converted to a spatial distribution, and the vertical axis on some screen downstream of the TCAV becomes the time axis (y ∝ t). The absolute time measurement is calibrated by scanning the TCAV phase and recording the vertical beam centroid motion on the screen. Its high-temporal-resolution and simple calibration make a TCAV well suited for the absolute measurement of beam longitudinal density distributions (see, for example [40, 41, 42] ).
It is straightforward to show that in bunch length measurement with a TCAV the vertical beam size on the screen downstream of the TCAV is,
where σ y0 is the beam size on the screen when the TCAV is off, k = 2πeV /λ r f E is the dimensionless kick strength of the TCAV and r 12 is the angular-to-spatial element of the transfer matrix from the TCAV to the screen. In order to unambiguously determine the temporal profile of the beam, one may require the beam size on the screen to be dominated by the kick imprinted in the TCAV. Therefore, the resolution (∆t = σ y /k) is limited by the intrinsic beam emittance and the available dimensionless kick of the TCAV. Currently, TCAVs have achieved a resolution of 10∼20 fs in measuring ultrashort bunches [40, 41] . From Eq. (3) it is easy to realize that a stronger kick from a TCAV provides a higher temporal resolution. This can be achieved by increasing the voltage and frequency of the TCAV. For instance, given the same voltage, an X-band TCAV provides 4 times higher resolution than an S-band TCAV. An X-band TCAV with maximal voltage of about 50 MV will be installed in FY13 at LCLS to push the resolution to 1 ∼ 2 fs [43] . It is also possible to dramatically increase the frequency of the streaking field, say ×1000, for which case a laser operating in TEM01 mode is used as the optical deflector. Note, the fact that the kick is only constant around the zero-crossing limited the application of an optical deflector to the case where the bunch is much shorter than the laser wavelength. To improve the dynamic range of the measurement, an 'optical oscilloscope' has been recently proposed where in addition to an optical laser, a TCAV is used to streak the beam in an orthogonal direction [44] . The outcome of such a configuration is a 2-D map which shows the overall bunch shape as well as the fine structures. In principle, with a high power laser the resolution of this method can be pushed to sub-femtosecond.
A more exotic way to improve the temporal resolution of a TCAV is to remove the σ y0 term in Eq. (3), namely, making the transverse beam distribution on the screen independent of the beam transverse emittance. In [45] it is shown that by introducing a special chicane with non-zero R 54 upstream of the TCAV, particle's initial longitudinal position can be exactly mapped to the final transverse position, which overcomes the fundamental resolution limit arising from the beam intrinsic emittance. The resolution of this longitudinal-to-energy mapping technique is only limited by second order effects and sub-fs resolution may be readily achieved.
Transverse-to-longitudinal emittance exchange
Another important application of TCAV is for transverse-to-longitudinal emittance exchange (EEX). For a beam line that couples the beam dynamics in x and z planes, analysis shows if its 4 by 4 transfer matrix has such a form that it is 2 by 2-block antidiagonal, then a particle's final transverse coordinates will only depend on its initial longitudinal coordinates, and vice versa. As a result, beam's transverse and longitudinal degrees of freedom will be exchanged after the beam passes through the beam line. The first beam line for transverse-to-longitudinal EEX proposed in 2002 consists of a TCAV in the center of a chicane [46] . This scheme is easy to implement, but the exchange is not complete. Later a complete EEX beam line was found in which the TCAV is put between two identical doglegs [47] . However, this scheme introduces offset in beam trajectory which might be undesirable in some cases. Recently a chicane type exact EEX beam line was also proposed [48] where a pair of quadrupoles is used to form a negative unity transfer matrix for the transverse plane in the chicane. The negative unity section reverses the dispersion of the first half of the chicane, which is optically equivalent to flipping the sign of a dogleg. This beam line also provides exact EEX and may be easier to implement because it doesn't introduce offset, and turning off the quadrupoles and TCAV makes the beam line a simple chicane.
One interesting feature of the transverse-to-longitudinal exchanger is that the initial beam timing jitter and energy jitter will be converted into transverse position and angular jitter, and vice versa. In general, a timing jitter on the order of bunch length and an energy jitter on the order of the beam slice energy spread will result in transverse position and angular jitter on the order of the transverse beam size and divergence. While the absorption of timing and energy jitter in EEX may be desired for some facilities, the resulted transverse jitter may be undesired for the facilities that require good pointing stability.
Another interesting scenario in transverse-to-longitudinal EEX is to replace the rf TCAV with a TEM10 mode laser, the so-called laser assisted EEX [49] . The advantage of using a laser to perform EEX is that instead of exchanging the emittance for the whole bunch, one can exchange the emittance for only part of the electrons. This is because the TEM10 laser gives beam a sinusoidal kick while the EEX requires a linear kick. So only the electrons around the zero-crossing will have effective EEX. For these particles, the rms length is only a fraction of the laser wavelength. Therefore it has an extremely small longitudinal emittance. After EEX, it will have an extremely small transverse emittance. With an extremely small emittance beam, one may operate an x-ray FEL at lower energy, which reduces the size and cost of the facility.
One important application enabled by transverse-to-longitudinal EEX is chirp-free bunch compression [50] . As discussed in Sec. II, typically an energy chirp is required for bunch compression, which puts certain constraints on the linearity of the beam longitudinal phase space. In the chirp-free bunch compression scheme, an EEX beamline is first used to convert z to x; then a telescope beam line is used to demagnify the beam in x; finally a second EEX beam line converts x back to z and the beam is compressed.
Another application of transverse-to-longitudinal EEX is to tailor beam's longitudinal distribution by shaping beam's initial transverse phase space. For example, at FNAL, a mask is used to generate transversely modulated beamlets, and then with EEX technique, these transverse beamlets are converted into longitudinal sub-ps bunch train [51] . With a special mask, one may also generate a beam with linearly ramped current [52] . It is also straightforward to convert these transverse beamlets into separated energy bands which may be used for generation of high harmonics in FELs [53] .
It is worth mentioning that in a typical EEX setup, the final longitudinal coordinates (z, δ ) depend on both the initial transverse position and transverse divergence. While it is easy to shape the x distribution using masks, shaping x distribution could be technically challenging. In practice one needs to properly design the lattice to make beam's final longitudinal coordinates dominated by initial x rather than x . However, the cross-term dependence may set a limit on how well the phase space can be tailored. For advanced surgery to the phase space, it is desirable to eliminate the dependence on x . Further studies show that this can be achieved by adding quadrupoles before and after an EEX beamline [48] . By suitable lattice matching, one can achieve phase space exchange (PSEX) in which both the beam emittance and coordinates are exchanged, i.e. mapping x to z, x to δ , z to x and δ to x . Exact PSEX may have wide applications. For instance, by mapping z exactly to x, beam's temporal profile can be easily measured with a view screen. By mapping x exactly to z, to the first order, one may generate electron beam with arbitrary current using proper transverse masks.
Transverse-to-transverse emittance exchange EEX in transverse planes is also possible, and is conceptually simpler than the transverse-to-longitudinal EEX. For instance, a solenoid with suitable strength that rotates the beam by nπ/2 (n is an odd number) naturally exchanges the beam emittance and coordinates in x and y planes. In fact, a beamline entitled 'beam rotator' [54] which consists of 5 skew quadrupoles was proposed in 1972 to effect the transformation x → y and y → x. Such a beamline also effectively exchanges the beam emittance in x and y planes.
X to y EEX was envisioned in the 1980's for LEP injection where the injection oscillation may be reduced by transferring the smaller vertical emittance into horizontal plane [55] . X to y EEX has also been proposed to convert a circular accelerator into 'Möbius operation' for producing round beams with equal emittances in x and y [56] . Specifically, a beamline is used to exchange the horizontal and vertical motions on each passage such that the horizontal betatron motion on one turn becomes vertical on the next turn and vice versa. In this case, radiation damping affects x and y in a similar way and one may obtain a beam with full emittance coupling.
flat-to-round and round-to-flat transformation
It should be pointed out that EEX can only exchange the emittance among the eigen-planes, but it does not change them. In some applications, it is desirable to change them. For instance, a round beam is preferred in FELs, because the fundamental mode has the highest growth rate and a round beam is a perfect match to the TEM00 mode radiation. But for linear colliders, a flat beam with large aspect ratio is needed to mitigate the beam-beam effect in the IP. So there is a great need to convert a round beam with equal emitance in x and y into a flat beam with large emittance ratio, and vice versa.
The flat-to-round and round-to-flat transformation was first introduced by Derbenev [57] and further developed in many publications [58, 59] . The original motivation for flat-to-round transformation is to enhance the efficiency of high energy electron cooling. In this application, a flat beam is converted into an angular momentum dominated round beam with a triplet of skew quadrupoles; and the angular momentum is eliminated with the entrance field of a solenoid and the cooling occurs inside the solenoid. Later it was realized the apparent emittance of the beam inside the solenoid can be made as small as the geometric mean of the emittance in x and y for a flat beam, which may significantly relax the emittance requirements on diffraction limited storage rings [60, 61] .
The round-to-flat transformation is a reversal of flat-to-round transformation. In this transformation, a cathode is immersed in magnetic field to generate angular-momentum dominated beam and then a triplet of skew quadrupoles can be used to convert the round beam into a flat-beam. The round-to-flat transformation has been demonstrated at FNAL [62, 63, 64] . So far the record for the emittance ratio achieved is about 100 [64] .
6-D MANIPULATION
6D beam manipulation typically involves several elements that couple the beam dynamics in different planes, and sometimes the dynamics is connected by second order effects.
beam conditioning
The basic requirement of an FEL is that the electrons should slip back by one radiation wavelength as they travel one undulator period so that sustained energy exchange between the electrons and the radiation field can be maintained. However, only the reference particle can strictly satisfy this condition. Other electrons slip back by more than one wavelength because of the betatron motion. Specifically, the particles that have larger betatron amplitudes have longer path lengths. As a result, the 'wave-front' of the micro-bunches developed in FELs become curved because the particles with large betatron amplitude tend to lag behind. This effect counteracts bunching and degrades the FEL gain. This second-order smearing effect is illustrated in Fig. 9 where optical micro-bunches equally separated by 800 nm generated from laser modulation are sent through a FODO lattice. Here one can see that the micro-bunches gradually become curved in the wave-front. Beam conditioning is a technique that tries to compensate for the debunching effect by establishing a correlation between particle's energy and betatron amplitude [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70] . Specifically, particles with larger betatron amplitudes are given extra energy to compensate for the larger path lengths such that the time-of-flight is constant for all the particles. This may greatly loosen the requirement on beam transverse emittance and enhance the gain in FELs.
Various methods have been proposed to establish such kind of correlation between particle's energy and its betatron amplitude. The first proposal uses TM210 cavities to give the beam an action-dependent energy increase [65] . Later on many proposals adopted a two-phase conditioning scheme where the electron beam is first chirped with an rf cavity; and then a focusing channel is used to delay the particles that have large betatron amplitudes; finally the beam is dechirped in an rf cavity and particles with larger betatron amplitude get an extra energy [66, 67, 68] . More exotic way to condition a beam using lasers have also been proposed: one option is to replace the two rf cavities with lasers [69] ; the other is to collide the beam with high power lasers and use the radiation reaction force to condition the beam [70] . However, so far none of the methods have been tested and none of them look cheap (the main reason is that beam conditioning relies on second order effect, and therefore is not very efficient).
Emittance partitioning
The ability to partition beam emittance among any planes is one of the ultimate goals in accelerator physics and it may open up new opportunities in accelerator science [71, 72] . For instance, the state-of-the-art photoinjector can provide a 250 pC beam with normalized emittance of ε n,x /ε n,y /ε n,z of 0.4/0.4/1.5 µm. Given the same volume in 6-D phase space, if the beam emittance is partitioned to 0.1 µm in x,y and 24 µm in z, it will greatly improve the FEL performance. However, eigen-emittance remains constant with symplectic transformation, so it follows that there are only two ways to partition emittance [73] : one is to affect the way the beam is born; the other is to use non-symplectic transformation and this is the only way to change eigen-emittance after the beam is born (e.g. radiation damping changes the beam eigen-emittance in x and y planes in a circular accelerator).
The round-to-flat transformation is an example where a cathode is immersed in a magnetic field to partition beam emittance in x and y. Similarly, a tilted laser may be used to illuminate the cathode to generate photoelectrons with x − z correlation, which may further allow emittance partitioning in x and z [71, 72] . One example of non-symplectic transformation is to use a tapered foil whose thickness depends on the transverse position to generate an x-dependent energy loss to the beam [74] . Analysis shows that this tapered foil can be used to partition the beam emittance in x and z [71, 75] . In principle combining the methods that affect how beam is born with the methods that provide nonsymplectic maps may allow us to arbitrarily partition the emittance in eigen-planes. However, more work is needed to fully confirm the promise of these techniques and to address the technical challenges such as Coulomb scattering in the foil.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, various techniques for manipulating beam distribution in 2D, 4D and 6D phase space are discussed. These techniques become a new focus of accelerator physics R&D and very likely these advanced concepts will open up new opportunities in advanced accelerators and the science enabled by them.
